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Marek Omelka defended liis P h D thesis in 2006 f rom Charles University i n Prague. Since 
then, he has developed a high quality research activity, publishing some 25 papcrs in top tier jour-
nais, among which the Annals of Statístics, the Journal of the Royal Statistical Society Series B, 
the Journal of Multivariate Analysis, the Annals of the Institute of Statistical Mathematics, the 
Scandinavian Journal of Statístics. 

Omelka's habi l i ta t ion thesis essentially summarizes the contributions made in fivo articles, 
publislied between 2009 and 2015 in the Annals of Statístics, the Journal of the Royal Statistical 
Society Series B, Computational Statístics & Data Analysis, and the Scandinavian Journal of 
Statístics, in collaboration w i t h Ireně Gijbels (KULeuven) and Noel Veraverbeke (University 
of Hasselt). T h a t set of five articles constitutes au in-depth study of estimation problems for 
copulas, and a remarkable eoi i tr ibution to the literatuře on nonparametric estimation methods. 

Copulas have beconie increasingly popular in the statistical literatuře and in such fields of ap-
plícation as quantitat ive finance, risk modeling or machine learning. The copula transformation 
(obtained via componentwise univariate probabil i ty-integral transformations) indeed nicely dis-
entangles the dependence and marginal features of mult ivariate distr ibutions, hence constitutes 
a perfect tool for the analysis of complex dependencies, 

A copula is a mult ivariate probabil i ty dis tr ibut ion over the uni t cube, w i t h uni form marginals. 
Est imating a copula thus reduces to the problém of estimating a mult ivariate dis t r ibut ion func-
tion under marginal uni formi ty constraints. I t is a well known fact that smoothing (stcpwise) em-
pirical d is t r ibut ion functions in generál improves t i ieir performances as estimators of continuous 
population dis t r ibut ion functions, and an abundant literatuře has been devoted to this smooth
ing problém, mostly i n the univariate case. Unfortunately, standard nonparametric methods, 
such as íocal linear kernels, when applied to the estimation of a copula, do not work woll—due, 
essentially, to the speciál role of the corners and bounclaries of the uni t cube. The objective in 
Omclka's thesis is to palliate the deficiency of standard methods by proposing copula-specific 
alternatives in various conditional and unconditional contexts. 

Omelka et al. (2009) introduce (Chapter 2) a clever stratégy based on bandwidth shrinkiug 
and a transformation technique. Shrinking the bandwidth in the vic ini ty of the uni t cube 
boundaries considerably reduces, for classicat copula families, the order of magnitude of the 
bias and variance of nonparametric estimators. The transformation idea, which ful ly cxpioits 
the marginal invariance properties of empiricai copulas, is part icularly ingonious, and somewhat 
similar to the use of scores i n rank-based inference1. 

'The results would not be affected if difstinct score functions i>Jl were considered for distinct marginals. An 
investigation of the impact of those score functions on asymptot ic performancca would bo welcome. Are data-
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Obsorvations in practice seldom are isolated, t l iough, and usually comc in association w i t h 
covariates. Tliose covariates potentially carry crucial infonnat ion, and cannot be left out in the 
analysis. The subsequent three chapters accordingly are devoted to copula estimation proh-
lems in the presence of covariates: nonparametric estimation of conditional copulas then is the 
objective, w i t h challenging addit ional difficulties. This objective is of essential importance for 
applications and, to the best of my knowlcdgc, apart perhaps for some recent Bayesiau attempts, 
the results by Omelka and his coauthors are the only ones available in the literatuře. Chapter 3 
considera the generál case; Chapter 4 deals w i t h particular cases wherc s impl i fy ing assumptions 
can he made and exploited, while Chapter 5 somewhat broadens the scope to the estimation of 
conditional dis tr ibut ion functions. 

A superficial npproach of the problém coukl lead to the hasty conclusion that the prob
lém for conditional copulas boils down to considering, in the unconditional approach, an addi
tional smoothing over the space of covariates. This, howcvcr, is quite misleading, as it over-
looks the (very likely) impact of covariates on conditional marginals. Gijbels, Voravorbeke and 
Omelka (2011) therefore suggest, a combination of marginal and globál smoothing (st i l l , over the 
space of covariates), and establish the asymptotic properties of the resulting empirical processes 
under appropriate regularity conditions on the impact of the regressors. Deriving thosc results is 
particularly delicate, and constitutes a remarkable and bcautiful piece of work in nonparametric 
asymptotics. 

Rcading this thesis was cjuite inspiring and pleasant, and I hope the author w i l l procced 
w i t h furthor exploit ing his investigation. A fundamental question indeed is: why slioukl wc 
consider (nonparametric) estimation of conditional copulas? A n d the answers of course are 
many, although the copula itself is seldom the ult imate ohject of interest. Some answers are given 
attention in Chapter 3, where the dependence on the covariates of some measures of conditional 
association is investigated. This is bnt a first. step, and i t would he interesting, for instance, 
to look further into (possibly, nonlinear) conditional principál directions, or conditional depth 
and depth contours; into tests for constant or monotone (incieasing or dcereasing) conditional 
dependence; into tests for homogeneity of copula structures (unspeciRed conditional marginals); 
into time-serics oxtensions; ... Marek Omelka' s thesis in that respect is opening the dooř to a 
rich and diversified spectrum of perspectives which is the surc sign of a good dissertation. 

Summing up, this thesis and its author's subsequent, publications not only demonstrate that 
Marek Omelka, heyond any doubt, possesses the scientific skills usually rcquired for habil i tat ion 
and promotion to (Associate) Professor, but also announce a productive, bright , and hopefully 
successfitl scholarly and academie career. 

I very warmly recommend Marek Omelka to the Connnittee. 

Marc Hal l in 
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-driven scores allowed (e.g., on the model of the score sclect ion idcaa proposed, in the context of innk-bnsed 
tolerance fot regression, by Dodge and Jurčíková [Aéaptiw Regretaion, Sprlngor-Vorlag 2000))? 
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